FRENCH INDO-CHINA
materials which have been covered by a loan. An artificial swelling of
statistics by Doumer, without reflecting a real economic development,
did, however, create enough confidence in France to float a good-sized
loan. Organizing fairs was another device for giving the colony favour-
able publicity. Bert held an exposition in 1887 at Hanoi, and organized
Chambers of Commerce in the colony. He sent detailed information to
France as to the colony's commercial needs—with no appreciable
results. In his wake Doumer organized the Hanoi Exposition of 1902.
It was a conspicuous failure in that some of the buildings fell down at
once, and that the few natives who saw it were shocked by the nudes
rampant in French art. It had, however, a certain publicity value.
The army of occupation brought with it a flock of French merchants
who provisioned the troops with considerable profit. Independently of
war supplies, they began to undertake regular commerce. This early
rapid development was checked by the return of the Chinese after the
country was pacified. French profits at once wasted away: they could
never undersell the Chinese. The latter had long been established in
Annftro, and had a wonderful organization adapted to the country and
its people. A simple system of barter exchange eliminated French bank-
ing procedure which frightened the natives away. The tariff that
protected French industry was powerless before Chinese mastery
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